Abstract. Historically, MPI implementations have had to choose between eager messaging protocols that require buffering and rendezvous protocols that sacrifice overlap and strong independent progress in some scenarios. The typical choice is to use an eager protocol for short messages and switch to a rendezvous protocol for long messages. If overlap and progress are desired, some implementations offer the option of using a thread. We propose an approach that leverages triggered operations to implement a long message rendezvous protocol that provides strong progress guarantees. The results indicate that a triggered operation based rendezvous can achieve better overlap than a traditional rendezvous implementation and less wasted bandwidth than an eager long protocol.
Introduction
Many MPI-based science and engineering applications use large messages for bulk data transfer. As the increases in processor performance rapidly outstrips the performance improvement of the network, it becomes increasingly important to maximize the overlap of these messages with computation to improve network efficiency. It is critical for the MPI implementation to provide support for overlapping long message transfers with computation.
MPI implementations traditionally implement one of two protocols for deliverying large messages: the message may be sent eagerly [2] , which presumes that the receive for the message has already been posted, or the message may be transferred as part of a rendezvous protocol [6] , sending a header followed by a bulk transfer of the body after matching. Because eager-long messages require Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
a retransmit of the message body when the message is unexpected [3] , large messages are typically sent with a rendezvous protocol of some kind.
Traditional rendezvous protocols require the application to enter the MPI library to progress communication for expected long messages. For unexpected messages, the transfer can be initiated with an RDMA get issued by the target when the receive is posted [15] . However, supporting overlap usually implies that the receive is posted before the "work" begins. In these cases, the message often arrives after the receive and the MPI library cannot initiate the bulk data transfer until the application work completes and the MPI Wait() is called.
We propose a rendezvous protocol leveraging the triggered operations recently introduced in Portals 4. Using these simple building blocks, we are able to provide a rendezvous implementation that can achieve overlap without requiring a host level thread or the use of eager sends for long messages. Furthermore, the implementation of these constructs is more straight-forward than a full NIC based rendezvous protocol.
Related Work
Most MPI implementations employ some form of a rendezvous protocol for transferring large messages. Many strategies have been explored for optimizing the transfer of data, overlapping communication with computation, and progressing communication independently of the application. Rendezvous protocol optimizations generally fall into two categories: host-based and network-based.
Host-based rendezvous optimizations include performing the rendezvous solely inside the MPI library. In this case, message delivery is only progressed when the application makes MPI library calls and the internal progress engine is engaged. Many have attempted to optimize rendezvous inside the MPI library using remote DMA (RDMA) operations [8, 11, 12, 15] . The effectiveness of this approach in enabling overlap for large messages is limited by the rate at which the application makes MPI library calls.
Another host-based approach dedicates a user-level thread to running the MPI progress engine. Most current MPI implementations support this option, and some HPC networks [4, 9] use this approach inside their own communication library to provide progress to MPI. Using a progress thread avoids depending on the application to make frequent MPI library calls, but can add significant complexity in terms of scheduling and coordination.
Timer-and network-based interrupts have been used to provide progress [5] , but this approach has given way to using threads. Finally, we previously explored the use of eager long messages followed by remote read in the case when the long message was unexpected [1, 3] . This approach provides independent progress and overlap for expected messages, but retransmits the entire message buffer when a long message is unexpected.
Network-based approaches for providing progress and overlap for large MPI messages have also been explored. The Quadrics [10] network supported running a user-level thread directly on the network interface hardware. This thread performed MPI matching and could issue remote read requests directly from the network interface without any interaction with the host. This approach adds significant complexity to the hardware design of the network interface, but maximizes the ability to overlap computation and communication and provides a very elegant solution to ensuring independent progress.
Our strategy using triggered operations described in this paper has the advantage of providing simple building blocks on the network interface that can be used to implement a rendezvous protocol for point-to-point messages, but can also be used for other capabilities, such as MPI collective operations [7] . These building blocks are less complex from a network interface hardware and software standpoint when compared to the infrastructure needed to provide the ability to run a user-level thread on the network interface. Using triggered operations provides the same desired round-trip delay reduction by offloading the remote read operation to the network, but it does so with a relatively simple and flexible mechanism.
Triggered Operations in Portals 4
Triggered operations and counting events were introduced into Portals 4 [13] as semantic building blocks for collective communication offload. Triggered operations provide a mechanism through which an application can schedule message operations that initiate when a counting event reaches a threshold. Triggered versions of each of the Portals data movement operations were added (e.g., PtlTriggeredPut(), PtlTriggeredGet(), and PtlTriggeredAtomic()) by extending the argument list to include a counting event on which the operation will trigger and a threshold at which it triggers. In turn, counting events are the lightweight semantic provided to track the completion of network operations. Counting events are opaque objects containing an integer that can be allocated, set to a value, or incremented by a value through the Portals API. In addition, they can be attached to various Portals structures and configured to count a variety of network operations, such as the local or remote completion of a message as well as the completion of incoming operations on a buffer (e.g., the completion of a PtlPut() or PtlAtomic() to a local buffer).
Through careful use of counting events and triggered operations, an almost arbitrary sequence of network operations can be setup by the application and then allowed to progress asynchronously. A discussion of how collective operations can be implemented using triggered operations is presented in [7] .
Evaluation Methodology
The Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) v2.0 [14] was used to simulate a NIC offload implementation of Portals 4. SST provides both cycle-accurate and eventbased simulation capabilities, and these simulations utilized a cycle-approximate router model combined with an event driven model of the network interface and the host. Message injection rates, data copy delays to and within the NIC, and memory copy delays were modeled as interrelated occupancies in a queuing model. The timings used are described in [7] . The timings model a 1 µs backto-back zero-byte latency; routing and data copy overheads result in a 1.4 µs latency for 1-byte messages. Additionally, the simulated network achieves 2.7 GB/s peak payload bandwidth after network overheads.
Three long message protocols were examined in the simulator: an eager long protocol [2] , a host-based rendezvous protocol, and a triggered rendezvous protocol. In all three cases, the same eager protocol is used for short messages, which are either delivered directly into the user's receive buffer or delivered into a bounce buffer and copied when the receiver posts a matching receive.
Eager Protocol
The eager protocol sends messages of all sizes eagerly (Fig. 1) . If a message matches a pre-posted receive, it is delivered directly into the user's receive buffer and an ack is automatically generated to notify the sender the message was successfully delivered. If the message is unexpected, the payload is discarded with only header data kept by the receiver. Before a long message transfer is initiated, a match list entry covering the send buffer is created and matching information included in the message allows the receiver to issue a get request to retrieve the data if the initial message is discarded. The protocol ensures asynchronous progress in both cases: the receive is either posted before incoming data and the message is asynchronously delivered in the user buffer or the receive is posted after the incoming data begins arriving and the get request is issued before the receive call returns. However, the protocol results in wasted bandwidth for unexpected messages, which may result in further unexpected messages.
Host-Based Rendezvous Protocol
The host-based rendezvous protocol only sends a piece of the message, up to the threshold between eager and rendezvous messages, as shown in Fig. 2 . The message includes both the size of the message and sufficient information in the header to allow the receiver to issue a get to retrieve the message when the receive is posted. If the message is expected, the first part of the message is delivered directly into the receive buffer, otherwise it is delivered into bounce buffers. The protocol ensures asynchronous progress for unexpected messages, as the header data is immediately available when the receive is posted. However, the protocol does not ensure asynchronous progress for expected messages, as the receiver must enter the library after the header arrives to issue the get request.
Triggered Rendezvous Protocol
The triggered rendezvous protocol utilizes Portals triggered operations to issue the receiver-side get request without involving the host application (Fig. 3) . The first eager limit + 1 bytes of the message are sent to the receiver when the send is posted. If the message is expected, the first part of the message is delivered directly into the receive buffer, otherwise it is delivered into bounce buffers. A counting event which counts bytes delivered is attached to the receive buffer, and a triggered get is scheduled to execute when a message larger than the eager limit arrives. The counting event is modified whether the message is expected or unexpected, so the protocol provides asynchronous progress in either case. Portals triggered operations require all arguments to be set when the triggered operation is scheduled, including target, match information, and message size. MPI_ANY_SOURCE complicates the protocol, as the sender (the target of the get operation) is not known until the matching message header arrives. When a long receive with MPI_ANY_SOURCE is posted, the triggered rendezvous protocol falls back to the host-based rendezvous protocol. When MPI_ANY_SOURCE receives have completed, the triggered rendezvous protocol resumes.
Matching information for the get must also be pre-calculated, rather than retrieved from the header data as in the other protocols. Each rank maintains two sets of counters: the number of messages it has sent to each peer and the number of messages it has received from each peer. The matching information for the get is the current message count between the peers. While the array of counters is non-scalable, a 16 bit counter should be sufficient, leading to memory usage of only 4 MiB per process for a million rank application.
The triggered get operation assumes the message being transferred is the same size as the posted receive. The MPI standard allows the send size to be smaller than the receive size and defines an error class for the case of a message larger than the posted receive buffer. The larger receive buffer case presents an issue for the triggered get operation, as the get request will be larger than the send buffer. Portals includes the ability to truncate any data transfer request (put or get) to the size of the target-side match list entry, allowing the get to be truncated by the sender. Sends that are larger than the posted receive are handled during event completion, by comparing the size of the send request included in the initial send meta data with the size of the posted receive. The message is delivered up to the posted receive size and an error is raised.
Results
An eager long protocol has several advantages, but it also has one significant disadvantage, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The six lines presented represent the bandwidth of an eager long protocol when various percentages of the messages are unexpected. After crossing from an eager short protocol to an eager long protocol, the bandwidth is reduced in direct proportion to the fraction of unexpected messages. When all of the messages are unexpected, all of the messages are transmitted eagerly, dropped, and retransmitted when the receive is posted. This yields only 50% of the networks potential bandwidth. While the results are simulated, a similar result was seen in practice with early software releases on the Cray XT3 platform. With blocking receives and expected messages, the eager long protocol has a slight edge over the rendezvous protocols because it does not incur the round-trip delay to perform the rendezvous (Fig. 5) . It is also important to note that the triggered rendezvous protocol has a slight edge over the host based rendezvous protocol, because the round-trip delay is reduced by having the triggered rendezvous get request released by the counting operation on the NIC rather than using the host processor. The real advantage of the triggered rendezvous protocol relative to the host based rendezvous protocol is seen in Fig 6. In this case, a non-blocking receive is posted before the send arrives and the application enters a work loop that is proportional to the size of the message (i.e. the work delay equals the communication time delay) before re-entering the MPI library. This means that the host based long message rendezvous cannot achieve overlap; however, the triggered based rendezvous still achieves full overlap and nearly matches the performance of a pure eager protocol.
Conclusions
This paper demonstrates how triggered operations can be leveraged to implement a rendezvous protocol under host software control. Because triggered operations are a relatively simple building block (simply defer an outgoing message until a condition is met), they are an easier target for NIC offload than a full rendezvous protocol. Nonetheless, they still offer many of the performance advantages of offloading a rendezvous protocol: reduced latency of issuing the rendezvous get and full overlap through independent progress. Simulation results are used to illustrate both of these advantages.
